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DISCOVERER FUNDS, DR. CHARYK

DISCOVERER XIV SCIENTIFIC COLLECTION DEVICES

DISCOVERER, MFR, EVANS
308 DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR MEETING WITH D/ARPA ROY JOHNSON

309 DISCUSSION OF NPIC MOR BY S.M. JOHNSON, NPIC

310 DISCUSSION TOPICS FOR USE BY DNRO MEETING WITH NPIC

311 DISCUSSION WITH ADMIRAL BOONE RE SEP 12 MSFFC MEETING

312 DISCUSSION WITH MR. MCCONE ON 94/63 REGARDING NRO

313 DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN NRO

314 DNRO BRIEFING OF SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE ON THE NRP

315 DNRO DIRECTIVE 1: TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR TASK GROUP ON PHOTOGRAPHIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS

316 DNRO DIRECTIVE 2: TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR TASK GROUP ON PHOTOGRAPHIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS

317 DNRO DIRECTIVE 6: TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR TASK GROUP ON PHOTOGRAPHIC SATELLITE SYSTEMS

318 DNRO DISCUSSION WITH DEPSEC PACKARD, 30 DECEMBER 69 ON SEVERAL TOPICAL ISSUES

319 DNRO MARK'S LETTER TO NRO PROGRAM MANAGERS ORGANIZING GENERAL DISCUSSION MEETING

320 DNRO MCLUCAS MEETING WITH DEPSECDEF, 2 JUNE 1970: SEVERAL TOPICAL ISSUES

321 DNRO MCLUCAS MEETING WITH SECDEF LAIRD, JUNE 8, 1971 ON ISSUES AND HIS PERFORMANCE

322 DNRO MEETING WITH DCI MCCONE - MAY 28, 1964 ON CONTENTIOUS ISSUES

323 DNRO MEMBERSHIP ON THE NFIB, MEMO FOR DR. MARK

324 DNRO REQUEST FOR INFO ON CIA STUDIES RE THE NRP

325 DNRO REQUESTS CIA ASSESSMENT OF SOVIET ANTI-SATELLITE CAPABILITY

326 DNRO TESTIMONY FOR THE HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE

327 DNRO TO DCI REQUESTING MEETING TO DISCUSS ISSUES RAISED AT PRC

328 DNRO TO JOIN DCI AT HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE TESTIMONY

329 DNRO VIEWS ON INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT - MEMO FOR MR. LATIMER
DNRO'S RECOMMENDED PROGRAM SCHEDULE

DOD SATELLITE-BORNE EARTH SENSING ACTIVITIES, MEMO FOR DR. FLAX

DOD/NASA INTERFACE

DOMESTIC IMAGERY (NRO POLICY WITH RESPECT TO DOMESTIC IMAGERY)

DOWNGRADING OF SOME TK PHOTOGRAPHY INFO TO SECRET LEVEL

DR. LOW'S VISIT TO MOSCOW FOR SPACE TALKS WITH THE SOVIETS

DR. NAKA'S SCHEDULED ACTIVITIES FOR MARCH 3 THRU MARCH 9

DRAFT EXECUTIVE ORDER ON INTELLIGENCE - MEMO FOR OSD GENERAL COUNSEL,

DRAFT MEMO ON CASE FOR NOT MOVING THE SOC - MEMO FROM DNRO TO DEPSECDEF

DRAFT MEMO ON DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY WITHIN NRO FOR DISCUSSION WITH CIA

DRONE RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM

DRY PROCESSING OF SILVER FILM

DRY RUN OF BRIEFING TO SECRETARY ROGERS

DUTIES OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NRO

EARLIER RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITE SYSTEM, US AIR FORCE PROJECT RAND

EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE POSITION PAPER

ELECTRONIC PHOTO-ENHANCING OF RECONNAISSANCE PHOTOGRAPHY BY J.S. GOLDHAMMER AND H.L. COPLEN

ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE ARTICLE ON LASER COMMUNICATIONS

EMERGENCY RECOVERY OF NRP SATELLITE RE-ENTRY VEHICLES, MEMO FOR RADM DONALDSON, JRC

EO 11246: NRO REQUESTED ASSISTANCE OF USAF/AFSC RE NRO'S COMPLIANCE

EO 11905 - DRAFT MESSAGE ON NRP IMPLEMENTATION OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11905

EO 11905 - RESTRICTIONS ON ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
EO 11905 (RESTRICTIONS ON FOREIGN INTEL ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE) IMPLEMENTATION

EO 11905 IMPLEMENTATION

EO 11905 IMPLEMENTATION OF RESTRICTIONS AND OVERSIGHT PROVISIONS HANDWRITTEN COMMENTS

EO 11905 RESTRICTION ON ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE MEMO FOR DNRO

EO 11905 RESTRICTIONS ON ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE DNRO DIRECTIONS TO PRGM MANAGERS

EO 11905 RESTRICTIONS ON ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE TWX FOR IC STAFF

EO 11905, 28 MAY 1976 EXTRACT OF DNRO MESSAGE TO PROGRAM DIRECTORS IMPLEMENTING

EO 11905, IMPLEMENTATION OF SECTION 5, MEMO FOR MR. PLUMMER, DR. COOK

EO 12036 "U.S. INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES" IMPLEMENTATION ESTABLISHING THE NRO

EO 12036 IMPLEMENTATION, MEMO FOR THE DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (POLICY)

ERTS PHOTOGRAPHY

ESTABLISHING COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL APPLICATIONS OF CLASSIFIED OVERHEAD PHOTOGRAPHY OF THE US

ESTABLISHMENT OF A RECONNAISSANCE PLANNING GROUP

ESTABLISHMENT OF NRP REVIEW COMMITTEE

ESTABLISHMENT OF OFFICE OF SPECIAL ACTIVITIES WITHIN DDS&T

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NRO AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS CENTER

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR AIRCRAFT, NRO STAFF

EUROPEAN SPACE LAB

EXCHANGE BETWEEN THE PRESS AND ASD (PA) ON MR PLUMMER

EXCOM MEETING, MEMO FOR NRO STAFF

EXPECTATIONS OF DIRECT CONTACT BETWEEN D/NRO AND DR. WHEELON/CIA

FACT OF - GEN ALLEN'S VIEWS
374  FACT OF - PROTECTION OF NRO IDENTITY
375  FACT OF - STATUS OF "FACT OF" PAPER
376  FACT OF - ACTIVITY SINCE SEPTEMBER 1971
377  FACT OF - CLASSIFICATION OF "FACT OF": LETTER TO DCI COLBY FROM SECDEF SCHLESINGER, DATED 22 AUG 74
378  FACT OF - DECLASSIFICATION OF "FACT OF" PHOTOGRAPHIC SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE
379  FACT OF - DECONTROL OF "THE FACT OF" SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE
380  FACT OF - DISCLOSURE OF "THE FACT OF" SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE 6/191967 MEMO
381  FACT OF - DISCLOSURE OF "THE FACT OF" SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE 7/7/1967 MEMO
382  FACT OF - DISCLOSURE OF "THE FACT OF" SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE AT THE SECRET LEVEL 5/13/1967
383  FACT OF - DISCLOSURE OF THE NRO STUDY
384  FACT OF - IMPACT OF PHOTORECONNAISSANCE SATELLITE DECOMPARTMENTATION
385  FACT OF - JOINT PAPER ON DISCLOSURE 11/29/1977
386  FACT OF - JOINT PAPER ON DISCLOSURE, MEMO FOR MR. BENINGTON
387  FACT OF - LETTER TO AMBASSADOR JOHNSON ON "FACT OF" 6 MAR 72
388  FACT OF - LETTER TO AMBASSADOR JOHNSON ON "FACT OF" FEB 72
389  FACT OF - LETTER TO AMBASSADOR JOHNSON ON "FACT OF" JAN 71
390  FACT OF - NOTE FOR GENERAL JONES, OSD
391  FACT OF - REVELATION OF "FACT OF" SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE, MEMO FOR MR. LAIRD
392  FACT OF - SECURITY INCIDENT: REPORTING QUERY RE "FACT OF"
393  FACT OF - SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF THE NRO: FOCUS ON "FACT OF"
394  FACT OF - SECURITY REVIEW OF PROPOSED DRAFT ON "FACT OF"
395  FACT OF - STATEMENT BY DR. FOSTER, MEMO FOR DR. McLUCAS
FACT OF - USIB MEETING ON RELEASE OF "FACT OF"

FACT OF - WHITE HOUSE DECISION NOT TO DISCLOSE "FACT OF"

FAREWELL MESSAGE FROM HAROLD BROWNMAN

FEW PARTING THOUGHTS: ALLEN TO MCLUCAS

FINDINGS OF THE 2-MAN IG FOR SAFETY PROJECT TEAM THAT VISITED THE AFSCF

FIRST PERIODIC REPORT ON THE NRP - MEMO FOR MR. ROBERT D. MURPHY, CH/IOB

FISCAL YEAR 1965 - ADVANCED PLANNING OF ALL PROJECTS WITHIN THE NRP

FORECAST - BEGINNING AUGUST 1974 NRP MONTHLY FORECAST TO INCLUDE ONLY SATELLITE MISSIONS

FORECAST - DNRO'S CONCERN RE INCLUDING SR-71 OVERFLIGHTS OF NORTH KOREA IN MONTHLY FORECAST

FORECAST - MONTHLY FORECAST OF THE NRO AIR AND SATELLITE ACTIVITIES JAN 64

FORECAST - MONTHLY FORECAST OF THE NRO AIR AND SATELLITE ACTIVITIES MAR 63

FORECAST - MONTHLY RECONNAISSANCE FORECASTS AUG 67

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR APRIL 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR AUGUST 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR DECEMBER 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR FEBRUARY 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR JANUARY 1966

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR JANUARY 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR JANUARY 1968

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR JULY 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR JUNE 1967

FORECAST - NRO SATELLITE FORECAST REPORT FOR MARCH 1967
NRO STAFF RECORDS

G.E. AND LOCKHEED CONTRACTS HAVE NOT BEEN AMENDED ALLEGED

GAO REPORT "REVIEW OF DOD'S RECONNAISSANCE INTELLIGENCE ASSETS (GAO CODE 951357)"

GEN ALLEN'S DEFENSE OF SAFSP VS CIA

GEN BENNETT'S PARTICIPATION IN THE EXCOM, MEMO FOR MR. PACKARD

GEN BENNETT'S PROPOSAL: DECONTROL AND DOWNGRADING OF SAT PHOTOGRAPHY

GENERAL BENNETT'S PARTICIPATION IN THE EXCOM

GENERAL COUNSEL AND IG REPORT ON NRP TO THE IOB

GENERAL GODDARD'S VISIT TO NPIC

GENERAL KEEGAN'S VIEWS OF DECOMPARTMENTATION

GENERAL STUDY OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY INSTRUCTION

GENERAL STUDY OF CAMERA SYSTEMS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE

GUIDANCE ON PREPARING NRO PROGRAM BRIEFINGS

GUIDELINES FOR POST-APOLLO TECHNICAL EXCHANGE

HIGH OBLIQUE SENSOR BRIEFING

HISTORICAL BACKDROP BRIEFING FOR USE BY DNRO IN BRIEFING MR. COLBY

HISTORY OF AIRCRAFT/DRONE OVERFLIGHTS

HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDER, MEMO FOR THE HONORABLE GRANT L. HANSEN

HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE (HAC) QUESTIONS

HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE SURVEY STAFF VISIT TO SEVERAL SITES

HOUSE APPROPRIATIONS TESTIMONY FOR USE BY DNRO PLUMMER

IG INSPECTION OF AIR FORCE DRONE RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATION OF THE COMMISSION ON CIA ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE US
IMPROVING INTELLIGENCE DATA FLOW, MEMO FOR MR. PLUMMER
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF MR. PLUMMER'S CONFIRMATION HEARINGS
INFORMATION ON SATELLITE PROGRAMS - MEMO TO GENERAL SCHRIEVER
INFORMATION RELEASE ON PROGRAM, PROGRAM LAUNCH
INSPECTION BY SMALL SATELLITES BY MERTON DAVIES
INSTALLATION OF YAW PROGRAMMER IN J-18
INTELLIGENCE CHARTER LEGISLATION - TITLE VI
INTELLIGENCE INPUTS TO THE AABNCP, MEMO FOR GEN KULPA
INTELLIGENCE REVIEW TOPICS FOR THE WHITE HOUSE WORKING COMMITTEE
INTERNATIONAL PARTICIPATION IN THE POST-APOLLO SPACE PROGRAM
INTERSERVICE HELICOPTER EXCHANGE
IRAC PRESENTATION
ISSUE PAPER ON EXECUTIVE ORDER TO REPLACE E.O. 11905
ISSUE PAPERS ON DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE, MEMO FOR MR. ELLSWORTH
ISSUES FOR 20 NOVEMBER MEETING - MEMO FOR EXCOM MEMBERS
ITEK CASE
ITEK DISCUSSIONS WITH DNRO AND MR. LAND AND TELECON WITH ITEK CORPORATION
ITEMS FOR DNRO'S ACTIVITIES REPORT
J MISSION CAPSULE RECOVERY
J MISSION: METHODS OF SYSTEM APPLICATION AND POTENTIAL CAPABILITIES
J-57 ENGINE 100 OCTANE JP-4 OIL
J-67 ENGINE, KELLY JOHNSON
506 LISTING OF BOARDS AND COMMITTEES ON WHICH THE DNRO SITS
507 LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP - DEVELOPMENT OF NEW AIRCRAFT LETTER GARDNER TO DULLES
508 LOCKHEED SYSTEMS INTEGRATION CONTRACT
509 MAILING AND WEAPON SYSTEM ADDRESS
510 MANAGEMENT FOR NEW PHOTO SATELLITE AND SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM - ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
511 MANAGEMENT OF NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM
512 MANAGEMENT OF NRP PROGRAMS - ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
513 MANAGEMENT OF THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM
514 MANAGEMENT OF THE NRP - LETTER DEPSECDEF GILPATRIC TO DCI DULLES
515 MANAGEMENT OF THE NRP PENDING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PRM 11
516 MAN-YEARS EXPENDED BY CIVILIAN CONTRACTORS
517 MAPPING FROM SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY BY DR. DOYLE
518 MAPPING FROM SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY BY J. KIRK
519 MC&G ANNEX TO STG DOCUMENT, MFR, KINGSLEY, PALLEY
520 MCLUCAS VISIT TO SAC HQS ON 10 SEPT FOLLOWED BY VISITS TO ELLSWORTH, BEALE AND VANDENBERG
521 McMILLAN COMMENTS ON THE NRO AND NRP ON OCCASION OF HIS RETIREMENT
522 MEETING - DECEMBER 1963 DNRO/DDCI/DDS&T, BRIEF SUMMARY OF ISSUES
523 MEETING - RE 40 COMMITTEE STUDY ON EFFECTIVENESS OF NRO PGMS
524 SPACE POLICY - STANDING COMMITTEE ON SPACE POLICY
525 MEETING FOR INTELLIGENCE PROGRAMS BRIEFINGS FOR THE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE
526 MEETING TO DISCUSS NASA/DOD/NRO INTERFACE
527 MEETING TO DISCUSS THE DRAFT EXECUTIVE ORDER IMPLEMENTING PD/NSC-17
528 MEETING W/D. ALLEN PUCKETT, 22 SEPTEMBER 1969, BUDGET DISCUSSIONS
529 MEETING WITH DR. YARDMOVICH: AIR FORCE LONG RANGE PLANNING STUDY
530 MEETING WITH MAJ. GENERAL REILLY REGARDING THE 544TH FY-75 MCP PROJECT
531 MEETING WITH MR. MCCONE TO DISCUSS THE PURCELL REPORT
532 MEETING WITH SECDEF LAIRD, MAY 2, 1972 RE PROGRAM FUNDING
533 MEETING WITH THE DIA ON THE REQUIREMENT FOR THE SI CAMERA
534 MEETINGS WITH GENERAL ALLISON ON SOVIET ANTI-SATELLITE CAPABILITY
535 MEMO FOR DR. McLUCAS - NRP BRIEFING TO DR. THOMAS O. PAINE
536 MEMO FOR DR. MCMILLAN - MANAGEMENT ASPECTS, PROGRAM 162
537 MEMO FOR MR. MCGEORGE BUNDY: DEALING WITH VARIOUS GOVT REQUESTS TO REVIEW THE NRO
538 MEMO FOR PRINCIPAL DEPUTY, OASD - PRM 11 TASK 3 INPUTS
539 MEMO MEETING WITH KNAPP, IDA, TO DISCUSS HIS REASONS REQUESTING VISIT TO SAFSP
540 MEMO -SECDEF GATES DIRECTS AF COMPONENTS BE ASSIGNED RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITE PROGRAM
541 Memo to CIA/DDR RECOMMENDING A CIA SECURITY OFFICER ASSIGNED TO NRO STAFF
542 MEMO TO DR. IKLE RE MONITORING OF MUTUAL AND BALANCED FORCE REDUCTION
543 MEMO TO EXCOM ON ISINGLASS
544 MEMO TO NRO PROGRAM DIRECTORS RE NEED FOR TIGHTER SECURITY CONTROLS
545 Memo: BRIEFING TO DNRO MCMILLAN AND MR. FUBINI ON CONTRACTOR STUDIES ON ITEMS OF INTEREST TO NRO
546 MEMORANDUM FOR GENERAL KULPA, MR. PLUMMER: WASHINGTON POST ARTICLE
547 MEMORANDUM FOR MR. VANCE, LETTER FROM MR. MCCONE, BUDGET
548 MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT RE NRP
549 MEMORANDUM TO DR. SCHLESINGER FROM LEW ALLEN, CHARLES SORRELS VISIT
MESS THE PROGRAM IS IN AT LA - MEETING BETWEEN DDS&T WHEELON AND COLONEL BATTLE

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE 40 COMMITTEE, 18 AUGUST 1970

MISSILE AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS, AIR FORCE

MOA NATIONAL RANGE DIV AND SPACE SYSTEMS DIV. ON-ORBIT TEST SUPPORT RESPONSIBILITIES

MOA: NATIONAL RANGE DIVISION SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION (NRD-SSD)

MODIFICATION OF TALENT-KEYHOLE CONTROLS

MODIFICATION OF THE SECURITY CONTROLS FOR PHOTORECON PRODUCTS

MODIFICATION OF TK CONTROLS FOR PHOTO RECON SATELLITE PRODUCTS

MODIFICATION OF TK CONTROLS OF PHOTORECON COLLECTION

MODIFICATIONS OF INTELLIGENCE ORGANIZATION

MODIFYING CLASSIFICATION AND DISSEMINATION CONTROLS FOR RECON PRODUCTS

MR. PACKARD'S VISIT TO NRO

MUTUAL BALANCED FORCE PRODUCTION, MEMO FOR COL BRADBURN, DR. NAKA

NASA - NRO CONSIDERATIONS FOLLOW-ON

NASA EARTH RESOURCES DISCUSSION AT EXCOM

NASA PROPOSAL FOR THE APOLLO 17 EARTH ORBITAL CONTINGENCY MISSION

NASA WORK STATEMENT SURVEY APPLICATIONS COORDINATING COMMITTEE

NASA/NRO/DOD STAFF ANALYSIS OF REMOTE EARTH SENSING ACTIVITIES

NASA-NRO RELATIONS

NATIONAL IMAGING PLAN FOR SATELLITES (NIPS)

NATIONAL PHOTO PLAN

NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE OFFICE "WATCH THE DOG COMMITTEE"
594   NOTE FOR GILPATRIC RE THE RESULT OF THE PURCELL COMMITTEE STUDY
595   NOTE FOR MR. KRUEGER FROM ROBERT NAKA, DEFINING OUTER SPACE
596   NOTE FOR MR. SINGEL - NRO CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT ASSETS
597   NOTE RE "SKUNK WORKS" MANAGEMENT AND SPECIALIZED MANAGEMENT CONCEPT
598   NOTE RE DR. HALL'S OCEAN SURVEILLANCE CAPABILITY STUDY
599   NOTE RE SS-3 SECURITY PROBLEM WITH DIA BRIEFING INCLUDING REF TO NRO AT NONCOMPARTMENTED LEVEL
600   NOTE TO DIRECTOR, BOB RE ITEMS WITHIN THE NRP TO BE CIA RESPONSIBILITY
601   NOTES TO COL. WORTHMAN ON WARNKE AND HALPERIN MEETING
602   NPIC-NRO RELATIONSHIPS IN THE CAMERA MANUAL BUSINESS
603   NRO - NPIC RELATIONS
604   NRO 1965 ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
605   NRO 1977 ORGANIZATIONAL ENVIRONMENT
606   NRO AGREEMENT IN FINAL FORM FOR SIGNATURE - LETTER TO DCI MCCONE FROM GILPATRIC
607   NRO AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS
608   NRO ANNEX TO THE STG REPORT
609   NRO ASSISTANCE IN ASSESSING U.S. INTELLIGENCE COLLECTION CAPABILITIES
610   NRO ASSISTANCE TO WSEG/IDA ON NOSSOPS
611   NRO BEST USE OF TALENTS AND RESOURCES OF BOTH DOD AND CIA
612   NRO BRIEFING TO INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD STAFF
613   NRO BUDGET - DNRO DISCUSSIONS WITH SECDEF AND FUBINI
614   NRO CHARTER 26 SEP 74 DRAFT DNRO TO ASD(I)
615   NRO CHARTER CONSIDERATIONS
NRO STAFF RECORDS

616  NRO COMMUNICATIONS OFFICER, DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES
617  NRO CONSULTANTS, MEMO FOR DIRECTOR, PROGRAM B
618  NRO CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT ASSETS, MEMO FOR DIRECTOR, NRO PROGRAM D
619  NRO FILM PROCESSING
620  NRO GUIDANCE AND ASSISTANCE TO WEAPONS SYSTEMS EVAL GROUP (WSEG)
621  NRO ISSUES - 27 SEP 71 MEETING WITH SMITH, KISSINGER'S OFFICE
622  NRO MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS ARE FLAWED IN VIEW OF USAF MEMO NRP DIRECTIVE GMS-1
623  NRO MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTS MEMO TO STAFF 22 OCT 65
624  NRO MANAGEMENT DOCUMENTS, GMS-1 MEMO TO DDNRO 4 NOV 65
625  NRO MEMBERSHIP ON THE NATIONAL FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE BOARD (NFIB)
626  NRO NATIONAL IMAGERY PLAN FOR SATELLITES, MEMO FOR MR. PLUMMER
627  NRO OF THE FUTURE
628  NRO ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS
629  NRO PAPER FOR THE SPACE TASK GROUP (STG) ON SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE
630  NRO PHOTOGRAPHIC SYSTEM EVALUATION FUNCTIONS
631  NRO PLANNING GROUP SAO
632  NRO POLICY ON CONSULTANTS - MEMO FOR DIRECTORS OF PROGRAM A, B & C
633  NRO POLICY ON CONSULTANTS, MEMO FOR DIRECTORS, PROGRAMS A, B, C
634  NRO PROCEDURES RE CUBAN RECONNAISSANCE, MEMO FOR THE DDR/CIA
635  NRO PROCESSING AND PRINTING R&D CONTRACTS WITH EASTMAN KODAK
636  NRO PROGRAM DIRECTORS NOTIFIED THAT MARKS DESIGNATED DNRO
637  NRO PROGRAM DIRECTORS REQUESTED TO REVIEW SIGINT 5-YEAR PLAN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>638</td>
<td>NRO R&amp;D REPORT FOR THE INTELLIGENCE REQUIREMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE (IRAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>NRO RECORDS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM NRO/CIA, SERIES OF CHRONOLOGIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>NRO RELATIONS WITH OMB - ACTION MEMORANDUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641</td>
<td>NRO RELATIONSHIPS WITH NASA, MEMO FOR MR. SHELDON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>NRO RESEARCH &amp; DEVELOPMENT ADVISORY COUNCIL - MEMO FOR DIRECTOR, PROGRAM C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>NRO RESPONSE TO OMB RE THEIR STAFF REPORT ON ANALYSIS AND DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>644</td>
<td>NRO RESPONSIBILITY FOR AIRCRAFT OVERFLIGHT, MEMO FOR ASD(I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>645</td>
<td>MEMO FOR MR. PLUMMER - NRO POINT PAPERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>646</td>
<td>NRO RULES ON CONTRACTOR VISITS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>647</td>
<td>NRO STAFF AND AIRBORNE RECONNAISSANCE PROJECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>648</td>
<td>NRO STAFF AND COMPTROLLER OFFICE WORKING RELATIONSHIP PERTAINING TO NRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>649</td>
<td>NRO STAFF ELEMENT SS-5 ACTIVITY (APRIL 27 THROUGH MAY 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>NRO STAFF PAPER ON NRO REORGANIZATION THOUGHTS,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651</td>
<td>NRO STAFF REORGANIZATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>652</td>
<td>NRO STAFF/SAFSP WORKING RELATIONSHIPS, MEMO FOR GEN KULPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>653</td>
<td>NRO TENCAP OFFICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>654</td>
<td>NRO USE OF CIA CONTRACTING AUTHORITY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>655</td>
<td>NRO/CIA MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>656</td>
<td>NRO/DIA/NPIC INTERFACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>657</td>
<td>NRO/JCS OPERATIONS CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>658</td>
<td>NRO-Congressional Relationships, Memo for Dr. McMillan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>659</td>
<td>NRO's offer to work with the Army in Multiband Synoptic Photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>704</td>
<td>NSAM 311 PAPER WHETHER OR NOT KH-6 MATTER IS RAISED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>705</td>
<td>NSC STAFFER TO INTERFACE WITH NRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>706</td>
<td>NSCID - NRO CHARTER AND DRAFT NSCID, MEMO FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>707</td>
<td>NSCID - NRO CHARTER AND NSCID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>708</td>
<td>NSCID - NRO STAFF REVIEW THOUGHTS ON OMNIBUS NSCID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>709</td>
<td>NSCID - OMNIBUS NSCID DIR/NRO STAFF COMMENTS TO DNRO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>NSCID - OMNIBUS NSCID DNRO COMMENTS TO D/IC STAFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>711</td>
<td>NSCID 6 - TELECON WITH WHEATON BYERS, PFIAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>712</td>
<td>NSCID FOR THE NRP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>713</td>
<td>NSDM-102-SALT IV INSTRUCTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>714</td>
<td>NSSM ON TACTICAL/OPERATIONAL SUPPORT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>715</td>
<td>NSSM-72 - GENERAL COMMENTS ON NSSM-72 DRAFT, MEMO FOR COL GRANGER, OSD(ISA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>716</td>
<td>OASD/SAOSD MANAGEMENT OF INTELLIGENCE PROGRAMS MEMO FOR COL WOOD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>717</td>
<td>OBJECTIVES FOR THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY - MEMO FOR DCI COLBY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718</td>
<td>OFFUTT AIR FORCE BASE CONSTRUCTION PROJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>719</td>
<td>OMB MEETING RELATIONSHIP TO THE EXCOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>720</td>
<td>OMB STAFF REPORT - DNRO TO D/ASD(1) PROVIDING NRO COORDINATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>721</td>
<td>OMB STAFF REPORT - STAFF COMMENTS ON DOD REVIEW OF OMB REPORT AND DCI PLAN OF ACTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>722</td>
<td>OMB STAFF REPORT ON THE ANALYSIS AND DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>723</td>
<td>OMB STAFF REPORT, NRO PARTICIPATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>724</td>
<td>OPEN MOUTH POLICY VS THE OPEN SKIES POLICY - RAND CORPORATION PAPER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>725</td>
<td>OPERATIONAL FAILURES OF AGENA-ASSOCIATED VEHICLES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
726 OPERATIONS ASPECTS OF THE NRO
727 OPIC - NRO SUPPORT TO OVERSEAS PROCESSING & INTEGRATION CENTER - EUROPE - (OPIC-E)
728 OPIC - NRO SUPPORT TO OVERSEAS PROCESSING & INTERPRETATION CENTER (OPIC-A)
729 OPIC - OVERSEAS PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION CENTER (OPIC), APRIL 19, 1973
730 OPIC - OVERSEAS PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION CENTERS (OPIC), JANUARY 1, 1974
731 OPIC - THE NRO RELATIONSHIP TO OPIC - MEMO FOR MR. ROLAND INLOW, COMIREX
732 OPIC - TWX RE SUPPORT BEING CURTAILED TO OPIC-A
733 OPIC (OVERSEAS PROCESSING AND INTERPRETATION CENTERS) MEMO FOR ADMIRAL DE POIX, DIA
734 ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE 6594TH TEST GROUP
735 ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE NRO
736 ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONS OF THE OFFICE OF MISSILE AND SATELLITE SYSTEMS
737 ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT OF THE NRO
738 ORGANIZATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL CHANGES TO THE NRO STAFF, 6 MARCH 1974
739 ORGANIZATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM
740 ORGANIZING AND RUNNING THE NRO: DR. MARK'S PHILOSOPHY
741 OVERFLIGHT OF DENIED AREAS
742 PAPER: THE CASE AGAINST A SPACE BOUNDARY
743 PERSONAL MEMORANDUM TO RDG (GENERAL SCHRIEVER)
744 PFIAB - COMMENTS FOR PFIAB REPORT
745 PFIAB - CONTENT OF DR. MCLUCAS' PRESENTATION TO THE PFIAB
746 PFIAB - WHITE HOUSE MEMO RE PFIAB RECOMMENDATIONS RE NRO
747 PFIAB - BRIEFING SCHEDULED FOR PFIAB ON NRO FRONT END AND SYSTEMS
748 PFIAB - BRIEFING TO PFIAB ON NRP
749 PFIAB - CH/PFIAB LETTER TO DCI COLBY ON NRP MANAGEMENT
750 PFIAB - CORRECTING PFIAB "MISCONCEPTIONS" RE NRP
751 PFIAB - DISCUSSION WITH MR. PAT COYNE, PFIAB RE SR-71
752 PFIAB - DISCUSSION WITH THE PFIAB, MEMO FOR MR. PLUMMER
753 PFIAB - DNRO MEETING WITH PFIAB TO DISCUSS FUTURE OF THE NRP
754 PFIAB - DNRO PRESENTATION AT PFIAB MEETING, 4 JUNE 1976
755 PFIAB - MEETING OF DCI AND DNRO WITH PFIAB PANEL
756 PFIAB - MEETING WITH MR. BURKE ABOUT DNRO MCLUCAS' BRIEFING TO THE PFIAB
757 PFIAB - MEETING WITH NEW PFIAB EXSEC, WHEATON BYERS
758 PFIAB - MEMO FOR PRESIDENT FROM PFIAB RE THE NRO
759 PFIAB - MEMO TO SECDEF AND DCI DIRECTING A STUDY OF NRO AS RECOMMENDED BY PFIAB
760 PFIAB - MR. PLUMMER'S PRESENTATION FOR THE PFIAB STUDY
761 PFIAB - NASA-NRO CONSIDERATIONS - MEMO FOR MR. COYNE, PFIAB
762 PFIAB - NRO CONTINUING SUPPORT OF PFIAB
763 PFIAB - NRP ACTIVITIES JUL 64 - MEMO FOR THE CH/PFIAB
764 PFIAB - NRP ACTIVITIES SEP 63 - MEMO FOR THE CH/PFIAB
765 PFIAB - REVIEW OF PFIAB PAPER "THE NRO AT THE CROSSROADS"
766 PHASEOUT OF PROGRAM D,
767 PHASEOUT OF THE IDEALIST PROGRAM
768 PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS
769 PLAN FOR RELEASE OF TERRESTRIAL PHOTOS TAKEN FROM EARTH SATELLITES
POINT PAPER ON DOD/NASA INTERFACE

POLICY ON EXTERNAL REVIEW OF THE NRP, MEMO FOR DIRECTORS FOR PROGRAMS A, B, C AND D

POLICY PROVISIONS FOR OPERATIONAL USE OF NRP: MEMO FOR THE DIR/OPS, OJCS

POLICY REGARDING USE OF IMAGING OVER TERRITORY DENIED

POPpy MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

POSSIBLE NRO/CIA ISSUES

POTENTIAL FOR AN UNCLASSIFIED ARMS CONTROL SATELLITE (UACS)

POTENTIAL IMPACT OF SALT DISCUSSION WITH GATHRIGHT, DOS

PREPARATION FOR THE "FIRST" AIRPLANE, INCLUDING INSTRUMENTATION

PRESENT FUEL FACILITIES, MEMO TO COL OSMOND J. RITLAND FROM W.N. CANTERBURY

PRESENTATION BY DOYLE TO AUTOMETRIC OPERATION AT SOCIETY OF PHOTOGRAMMETRY

PRESENTATION ON THE NRP TO THE SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD, AUGUST 21, 1972

PRESIDENT'S AUTHORIZATION FOR RECONSATS IMPROVEMENTS - LETTER TO DCI DULLES

PRESIDENT'S REQUEST FOR A REPORT ON OXCART AND OTHER RECON SYSTEMS DNRO MEMO TO SECDEF AND DCI

PRESIDENT'S REQUEST FOR DR. SCHLESINGER TO TAKE OVER CHAIR OF EXCOM

PRESIDENT'S REQUEST FOR REPORT ON OXCART AND OTHER RECON SYSTEMS DETAILED RESPONSE FROM DNRO

PRESS CONFERENCE STC-AFSCF FILM, 2ND ID

PRESS GUIDANCE ON THE ROCKEFELLER COMMISSION REPORT

PROBLEM IN DATA SUBMISSIONS AND EXCHANGES

PROBLEMS W/FFP CONTRACT FOR DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF DENSITOMETERS

PROBLEMS WITH THE DEFENSE SYSTEMS APPLICATION PROGRAM: WEATHER PRODUCTS TO THE NEWS MEDIA

PROCEDURE FOR INITIATION OF OVERFLIGHT RECONNAISSANCE CIA/DDR, 26 JULY 62 MEMO TO DNRO
PROCEDURE FOR INITIATION OF OVERFLIGHT RECONNAISSANCE, 21 AUG JULY MEMO DDR TO DRNO
PROCEDURE FOR INPUTS TO SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE
PRODUCTION FACILITY FOR SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY, MEMO FOR GEN MEYER, SAC
PROGRAM 698 BJ SYSTEM REVIEW
PROGRAM B QUARTERLY REPORT TO IOB
PROGRAM C MEMBERSHIP ON THE NRO R & D ADVISORY COUNCIL
PROGRAM C QUARTERLY REPORT TO THE INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD
PROGRAM D FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
PROGRAM D STUDY: TASKS PERFORMED AND MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
PROGRAM DIRECTOR DIRECTED TO MAINTAIN HISTORICAL FILES
PROGRAM MANAGERS TO DISCUSS MAJOR ISSUES FACING THE NRP
PROGRESS OF RECONNAISSANCE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
PROGRESS OF THE IR&D COUNCIL
PROJECT AQUATONE
PROJECT COLD MISS (AIRCRAFT WEATHER OBSERVATION SUPPORT) MEMO FOR AF/PRP
PROJECT DISCOVERY AND AIR FORCE PARTICIPATION - MEMO TO AF ASST VICE COS:
PROJECT ISINGLASS
PROPOSAL FOR REALIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE SR-71 AND YF-12A PROGRAMS
PROPOSAL ON DECONTROL AND DOWNGRADE OF SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY
PROPOSAL ON DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE - BY BOB FROCHLKE
PROPOSED "OMNIBUS" NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL INTELLIGENCE DIRECTIVE
PROPOSED BOOST GLIDE SYSTEM
PROPOSED DOD DIRECTIVE ON THE NRO
PROPOSED EO: RESTRICTIONS ON FOREIGN INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES
PROPOSED FEDERAL CONTRACT RESEARCH CENTER (FCRC)
PROPOSED GUIDELINES FOR NR-P-USA RELATIONSHIPS
PROPOSED INFORMATION PLAN FOR PROJECT DISCOVERY
PROPOSED NSSM ON USE OF NRO ASSETS FOR TACTICAL SUPPORT
PROPOSED SOLUTION BETWEEN THE PERIPHERAL ACTIVITIES OF THE JCS
PROSPECTIVE MISSIONS, PAYLOADS, WEIGHTS, COST ESTIMATES & LAUNCH FREQUENCY OF NRP SATS
PUBLIC REMARKS BY SENATOR HUMPHREY ON OVERHEAD RECON
QUARTERLY REPORT FROM PROGRAM A FOR INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD
QUARTERLY REPORT TO INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD (2ND QUARTERLY BY THE NRO)
QUESTION OF POSSIBLE SECURITY VIOLATION RE 8 DECEMBER 1963 WASHINGTON POST ARTICLE
R&D STAFF OFFICER FOR NRO
RECAST OF THE NRO ORGANIZATION FROM DNRO FOR DR. HALL, ASD
RECOMMEND ARPA AND NRO WORK TOGETHER ON PROGRAMS WHICH HAVE SIMILAR GOALS
RECOMMEND COPY OF GEN PENNEY BRIEFING BE USED FOR BRIEFING DR. CURRIE
RECOMMENDATION THAT THE SATELLITE OPERATIONS OFFICE BE BROUGHT INTO NRO
RECOMMENDATIONS RE NRP - MEMO FOR THE SECDEF FROM BUNDY
RECONNAISSANCE CAPABILITIES 5 OCTOBER DISCUSSION BETWEEN DNRO AND COMIREX
RECONNAISSANCE PLANNING GROUP
RECONNAISSANCE RESOURCES FOR CRISIS MANAGEMENT SITUATIONS
REEVALUATION OF BYEMAN COMPARTMENTATION
836 REINSTATEMENT OF NRP MANAGEMENT CONCEPTS - ACTION MEMORANDUM
837 RELATIONS IN THE NRO - FUBINI'S NOTE ON DISCUSSION WITH MR. MCCONE
838 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE AGENCY AND THE WEST COAST OFFICE
839 RELEASE OF SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY
840 RELOCATION OF THE AFSPPF R&D EFFORT
841 REPLY ON FLETCHER-SHULTZ PROPOSAL RE NASA'S EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
842 REPORT OF A SPECIAL PANEL ON SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE,
843 REPORT OF MEETING WITH GENERAL GREER AT AEROSPACE, 21 OCTOBER 1963
844 REPORT OF MEETING, CIVIL APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE
845 REPORT ON SATRECON PREPARED BY PRESIDENT'S SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY ASST
846 REPORTING GUIDANCE FOR SAFSP LAUNCHES FROM VANDENBERG AFB
847 REPORTING OF MISSILE LAUNCHES UNDER U.S./SOVIET AGREEMENT, NORAD
848 REPORTING ON MEETING WITH DR. SCOVILLE RE 5412 GROUP DECISION
849 REPORTING RUMORS CIA PREPARING TO MOVE SOC TO LANGLEY MEMO DNRO TO DEPSECDEF
850 REQUEST FOR UPDATE ANNEX TO SPACE TASK GROUP REPORT
851 REQUEST TO COMPLETE PROGRAM 162
852 REQUEST TO DNRO FOR COOPERATION ON PROCEDURES TO BE FULFILLED BY IOB
853 REQUESTS ESTIMATE OF CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL PROVIDING SUPPORT TO THE NRP
854 REQUIREMENTS FOR FILM SUPPORT OF PROGRAM BY EK
855 RESPONSE TO PUBLICITY ABOUT SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
856 RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE NRO STAFF: FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
857 RESTRICTIONS ON ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, MEMO FOR MR. PLummer
RESTRUCTURING THE NRO SATELLITE OPERATIONS OFFICE
RESULTS OF DISCUSSIONS ON NRO BUDGET DCI TO DEPSECDEF
RESULTS OF OSD REVIEW PANEL'S DECISION RE NRO PROGRAMS
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT STUDY
REVIEW INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS ABOUT PRE-LAUNCH RELEASE
REVIEW OF NRP DIRECTIVE NO. GMS-1 (DRAFT), DATED 20 OCTOBER 1965, WORTHMAN
REVIEW OF OUR NATION'S SPACE OBJECTIVES AND FUTURE PROGRAMS
REVIEW OF SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM
REVIEW OF VISUAL SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE PAYLOADS - READOUT AND RECOVERY TYPES
REVISED BRIEFING ON NRP TO BE PRESENTED TO SECSTATE ROGERS
REVISED LETTER DNRO TO OMB RE THEIR STAFF STUDY
RIGOROUS OBSERVATION OF PROCEDURES FOR VISITS TO CONTRACTORS REQUIRED
RITLAND'S REPORT ON ISINGLASS - MEMO TO GEN SCHRIEVER
ROLE OF THE D/NRO
ROLE OF THE DDNRO MEMO FOR GEN STEWARD, D/NRO STAFF
ROLE OF THE DDNRO AS SEEN BY REBER
ROSTOW DISCLOSURE OF US SATELLITE RECON INITIATIVE
SAFSP 25TH ANNIVERSARY
SAFSP COMPLAINS TO DNRO OF NON-COMPLIANCE ASSIGNING MGT RESPONSIBILITY TO SAFSP
SAFSP R&D BRIEFINGS TO THE INTELLIGENCE COMMUNITY (HANDWRITTEN NOTE ATTACHED)
SAFSP SUPPORT TO STUDY OF SPECIFIC SATELLITE SYSTEM OPTIONS
SALT - COMMENTS BY NRO STAFF ON CIA'S VIEWS ON SALT VERIFICATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>880</td>
<td>SALT - FINAL GUIDANCE FOR SALT V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881</td>
<td>SALT - INTERFERENCE WITH STRATEGIC ARMS LIMITATION TREATY (SALT) NATIONAL TECHNICAL MEANS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>882</td>
<td>SALT - REQUEST FOR COMIREX GUIDELINES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>883</td>
<td>SALT - STATE DEPT PROPOSAL RE HANDLING OF SATRECON DATA IN SALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>884</td>
<td>SALT - U.S. COMPLIANCE WITH SALT, MEMO FOR MR. WALSH, ODDR&amp;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>885</td>
<td>SALT COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS, MEMO FOR CHAIRMAN/COMIREX AND CHAIRMAN/SIGINT COMMITTEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>886</td>
<td>SALT RATIFICATION IMPACT, MEMO FOR DR. MCLUCAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>887</td>
<td>SALT SUPPORT: NRO FORMAL SUPPORT TO THE DOD SALT TASK FORCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>888</td>
<td>SAMOS - ACCESS TO SAMOS INFORMATION BY WSEG PERSONNEL, MEMO FOR U/SEC/AF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>889</td>
<td>SAMOS - ACIC PARTICIPATION IN SAMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>890</td>
<td>SAMOS - AF CHIEF OF STAFF RESPONSE TO SCHRIEVER'S 19 SEP 1960 LETTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>891</td>
<td>SAMOS - AF ORDER 116.1 DESIGNATING MG GREER DIRECTOR OF THE SAMOS PROJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>892</td>
<td>SAMOS - ANNEX A DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING SAMOS SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>893</td>
<td>SAMOS - BASIC POLICY CONCERNING SAMOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>894</td>
<td>SAMOS - BASIC POLICY CONCERNING SAMOS, MEMO FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>895</td>
<td>SAMOS - BASIC POLICY CONCERNING SAMOS: MANAGEMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>896</td>
<td>SAMOS - CHANGES IN CHARACTER AND SCOPE OF SAMOS TECHNICAL PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>897</td>
<td>SAMOS - DDR&amp;E &quot;REVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF USAF SATRECON PROJECT SAMOS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>898</td>
<td>SAMOS - DECAY OF ATLAS BOOSTER USED IN SAMOS LAUNCHES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>899</td>
<td>SAMOS - DEVELOPMENT OF SAMOS AND SENTRY - MIDAS BRIEFING TO DR. YORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td>SAMOS - DOWNGRADING ALL SAMOS MATERIAL TO COMPLY WITH CLASSIFICATION GUIDANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901</td>
<td>SAMOS - ELECTRONIC PHOTO-ENHANCING OF RECONNAISSANCE PHOTOGRAPHY - FORWARDING STUDY TO SEC/AF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
902  SAMOS - EVENTS BESETTING THE SAMOS PROGRAM - MEMO FOR AF/COS FROM SCHRIEVER
903  SAMOS - EXAMINATION OF SATELLITE REQUIREMENTS
904  SAMOS - EXPLOITATION PLAN
905  SAMOS - HISTORY OF SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE VOLUME II B: SAMOS E-5 AND E-6
906  SAMOS - HQ USAF GUIDANCE TO ARDC, SAC AND ADC CONCERNING SAMOS
907  SAMOS - LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT TO SECDEF DIRECTING SAMOS BE BROUGHT BEFORE THE NSC
908  SAMOS - LETTER TO GENERAL WHITE, SAMOS PROGRAM (AF)
909  SAMOS - MEETING TO DISCUSS SAMOS ON 3 NOV 1959
910  SAMOS - MEMO - EXPLOITATION OF INITIAL SAMOS DATA
911  SAMOS - MEMO - QUESTIONS FOR GENERAL SCHRIEVER ON SAMOS PROGRAM FROM COL. APPOLD
912  SAMOS - MEMO - SAMOS SURVIVABILITY BRIEFING
913  SAMOS - MEMO - SAMOS, MIDAS, AND DISCOVERER PROGRAMS
914  SAMOS - MEMO - TRANSFER OF THE SAMOS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TO USAF
915  SAMOS - MEMO FROM SECDEF TO SECAF TRANSFER OF SAMOS PROGRAM TO AF
916  SAMOS - NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL BRIEFING
917  SAMOS - NORTHWEST U.S. TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION STATION PROJECT SAMOS
918  SAMOS - NSC REVIEW OF SATRECON PROGRAM PLACED SAMOS UNDER STREAMLINED MGT SETUP
919  SAMOS - OPS CONCEPT - HANDWRITTEN NOTES RE SAMOS
920  SAMOS - OUTLINE OF USAF BRIEFING OF THE NSC BRIEFING CHARTS
921  SAMOS - PAPER BY MAX ROSENBURG
922  SAMOS - POLICY GUIDANCE FOR CONGRESSIONAL WITNESSES RE: SAMOS PROJECT
923  SAMOS - PROBLEMS WITH SAMOS AND MIDAS PROGRAMS
SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE TESTIMONY ON THE NRO

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE STAFF BRIEFED ON NRO

SENTRY AND MIDAS - MANAGEMENT OF PROJECTS SENTRY AND MIDAS

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AND ACTIONS, MEMO FOR GEN ALLEN

SKYLAB PHOTOGRAPH, MEMO FOR CHAIRMAN, COMIREX

SOVIET AGI IN WESTERN TEST RANGE (WTR) VICINITY

SOVIET TRAWLER AT THE WESTERN TEST RANGE

SPACE CAMERA SYSTEMS AND HOW TO REUSE THEM RATHER THAN DUMPING THEM INTO THE PACIFIC OCEAN

SPACE COUNCIL MEETING OF OCTOBER 17, 1966,

SPACE LAUNCH SECURITY MEETING

SPACE POLICY - BRIEFING ON SPACE POLICY COMMITTEE

SPACE POLICY - COHERENT NATIONAL SPACE POLICY

SPACE POLICY - INPUT TO SPACE POLICY PAPER, MEMO FOR GOODBY, CH/SPACE POLICY WG

SPACE POLICY - NATIONAL SPACE POLICY - MEMO FOR DR. MARTIN, ACTING SECAF

SPACE POLICY - NATIONAL SPACE POLICY - MEMO FOR PRESIDENTS ASST FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS:

SPACE POLICY - NATIONAL SPACE POLICY - MEMO FOR THE SECAF

SPACE POLICY - NSC UNDER SECRETARIES COMMITTEE ON SPACE POLICY

SPACE POLICY - PD-42: CIVIL AND FURTHER NATIONAL SPACE POLICY

SPACE POLICY - STANDING COMMITTEE ON SPACE POLICY, MEMO FOR CHAIRMAN, NSC

SPACE POLICY - STANDING COMMITTEE ON SPACE POLICY, SUMMARY OF EVENTS

SPACE POLICY - STANDING SPACE POLICY COMMITTEE - MEMO KISSINGER

SPACE POLICY - STUDY OF U.S. NATIONAL SPACE POLICY
990  SPACE POLICY - STUDY OF US SPACE POLICY - MEMO FOR THE SPACE POLICY COMMITTEE WG
991  SPACE POLICY - SUMMARY OF SPACE POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING
992  SPACE POLICY COMMITTEE
993  SPACE POLICY COMMITTEE MEETING, 18 MAY 1976, REMOTE EARTH IMAGERY
994  SPACE POLICY REVIEW GROUP MEMBERSHIP - DECISION MEMORANDUM
995  SPECIAL PROJECT IN WHICH COLONEL RITLAND IS INVOLVED - MEMO FOR DR. FUBINI FROM JOHN L. MARTIN
996  SR-71 ACCIDENT HISTORY
997  STAFF ACTION FORWARDING DIRECTOR'S REPORT TO DR. MCLUCAS
998  STAFF ANALYSIS FUNCTION
999  STAFF PREPARATION OF SIGNIFICANT ITEMS FOR DR. MCLUCAS
1000  STAFFING NRO POSITIONS WITH CIA PERSONNEL - MEMO FOR MR. MCCONE
1001  STATUS OF ACDA SIMULATIONS
1002  STATUS OF SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM 1962
1003  STATUS OF SATELLITE RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAMS 1963
1004  STATUS OF THE REVISED NRO CHARTER
1005  STATUS REPORT ON TAGBOARD
1006  STEPS TO ENHANCE HIGHER RESOLUTION CAPABILITY - MEMO FOR DR. LAND FROM DNRO
1007  STOPPING SPACECRAFT/RV ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEW SEARCH SYSTEM
1008  STRATEGIC FORCES SURVIVABILITY STUDY
1009  STREAMLINED MANAGEMENT AND THE NRO, MEMO FOR MR. ELLSWORTH
1010  STUDIES OF RECONNAISSANCE PROJECTS
1011  STUDIES ON MOBILE LAUNCHED SATELLITE
STUDIES, INVESTIGATIONS, AND CONTRACTUAL WORK PERTAINING TO THE NRO
STUDY OF CONSOLIDATING USAF AND CIA SPECIAL RECON ACTIVITIES - ASD HALL REQUEST
STUDY OF REQUIREMENTS FOR IMAGE SAT RECON RESPONSIVE TO WARNING/INDICATIONS NEEDS
STUDY ON "UTILIZATION OF SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY"
SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT DISCUSSION WITH DNRO PLUMMER
SUMMARY OF LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT PROPOSAL OF 29 NOVEMBER 1955
SURFACE RECOVERY SHIPS FOR USE IN WATER-IMPACTED RE-ENTRY VEHICLES
SURVEILLANCE SATELLITE SYSTEM
SYSTEM 17B (HEAVYWEIGHT)
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS STUDIES OF THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM
TAGBOARD MEETING WITH SENATOR ELLENDER
TAKING STOCK OF THE NRP - DNRO AGREES TO DCI'S REQUEST TO RECALL HIS FEB 73 EDITION
TAKING STOCK OF THE NRP - MEMO FOR DR. SCHLESINGER SEP 74
TALKING PAPER ON THE OPTIMUM ORGANIZATION SUBORDINATION OF THE NRO
TALKING PAPERS, NRO ORGANIZATION AND PROPOSED PRESIDENTIAL DIRECTIVE
TASK ITEMS FROM THE PROGRAM A REVIEW
TECHNICAL AND POLITICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF MILITARY AND NON-MILITARY EARTH SENSING
TECHNICAL EVALUATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC RECONNAISSANCE MATERIAL
TECHNOLOGY MEETING MINUTES MEMO FOR ODDR&E
TENCAP MEETING, MEMO FOR DR. MARK
TERMS OF REFERENCE GOVERNING VISITS OF MR. JIM HOLT (OMB) TO NRO
TESTING OF FUEL FOR JET ENGINE
1056  U-2C/G STORAGE COSTS
1057  U-2R AIRCRAFT FOR THE EP-X TEST PROGRAM, MEMO FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY
1058  U-2R MANAGEMENT PLAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
1059  UN ACTIVITIES, COLONEL GERALD M. ADAMS, JCS BRIEFING
1060  UN PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE - NRO STAFF VISIT WITH US UN DELEGATION
1061  UNCLEARED PERSONNEL ARE DISCUSSING SATELLITE DETAILS - MEMO FOR DCI FROM DDNRO
1062  UNDER WHAT AUTHORITY DO WE RUN NRO - MEMORANDUM FOR COLONEL WHEELER
1063  UNIQUE ROLE OF THE NRO, POINTS FOR USE BY DRNO IN BRIEFINGS
1064  UNSTREAMLINING OF THE NRO, MEMO FOR DR. COOK
1065  UNSYMMETRICAL DIMETHYL HYDRAZINE (UDMH) SHORTAGE AFFECTING THE AGENA BAFFLED INJECTOR PGM
1066  USE OF PHOTOS FOR CIVIL MAPPING, DR. LUCAS
1067  USES OF COLOR IN AERIAL RECONNAISSANCE
1068  USIB - MILITARY REQUIREMENTS INVOLVING NRP SYSTEMS OUTSIDE THE USIB STRUCTURE
1069  USIB - NRO INTERFACE WITH USIB, MEMO FOR THE CHAIRMAN, USIB
1070  USIB - NRO STAFF OPINION ON THE USIB DECLASSIFICATION MOTION
1071  USIB - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NRO AND THE USIB
1072  USIB - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NRO AND THE USIB, NRO INTERFACE WITH THE USIB
1073  USIB - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN USIB AND THE NRO, MEMO FOR THE USIB
1074  USIB GUIDANCE FOR THE FY-1973 NRP BUDGET AND FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM (FY73-77)
1075  USIB GUIDANCE FOR THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM (NRP) FEB 72
1076  USIB GUIDANCE FOR THE NATIONAL RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAM DEC 72
1077  USIB MEETING ON NRO SECURITY POSTURE (11 JULY 1974)
NRO STAFF RECORDS

1078  USIB'S CONSIDERATION OF DECONTROL OR DOWNGRADING OF TK MATERIALS
1079  VISIT BY COLONEL CAMPBELL FROM STATE DEPARTMENT
1080  VISIT OF DR. LABERGE, NEW ASSISTANT, SEC OF THE AIR FORCE, R&D
1081  VISITS TO LOCKHEED MISSILE AND SPACE DIV (LMSD) FACILITIES
1082  VOICE OF AMERICA BROADCAST ON RECONNAISSANCE SATELLITES
1083  WATERGATE, ETHICS AND THE NRO - MEMO FOR DNRO FROM GEN BRADBURN
1084  WEATHER SATELLITE DISCUSSIONS WITH THE SOVIETS
1085  WEST COAST TRIP - SPACE SYSTEMS BUSINESS
1086  WHEELON DIRECTS WEBB TO RESPOND ONLY TO AGENCY (CROWLEY)
1087  WS-117L - D/ARPA REQUESTS SEC/AF TO CONTINUE DISCOVERER-THOR PROJECT
1088  WS-117L - DEFINITION OF WS-117L SUBSYSTEM FOR SENTRY MAPPING PROGRAM
1089  WS-117L - FY1959 117L PROGRAM
1090  WS-117L - GENERAL BACKGROUND WS-117L
1091  WS-117L - PRIORITY OF WS-117L PROGRAM FOR EARLY WARNING
1092  WS-117L INFRARED SATELLITE PROGRAM
1093  WS-117L PROGRAM FY59
1094  WS-117L PROGRAM MEMO FROM D/ARPA TO SEC/AF
1095  WS-117L SENTRY SYLLABUS